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Abstract
We present a novel online unsupervised method for face
identity learning from video streams. The method exploits
deep face descriptors together with a memory based learn-
ing mechanism that takes advantage of the temporal coher-
ence of visual data. Specifically, we introduce a discrimi-
native feature matching solution based on Reverse Nearest
Neighbour and a feature forgetting strategy that detect re-
dundant features and discard them appropriately while time
progresses. It is shown that the proposed learning proce-
dure is asymptotically stable and can be effectively used in
relevant applications like multiple face identification and
tracking from unconstrained video streams. Experimental
results show that the proposed method achieves compara-
ble results in the task of multiple face tracking and better
performance in face identification with offline approaches
exploiting future information. Code will be publicly avail-
able.
1. Introduction
Visual data is massive and is growing faster than our
ability to store and index it, nurtured by the diffusion and
widespread use of social platforms. Their fundamental
role in advancing object representation, object recognition
and scene classification research have been undoubtedly as-
sessed by the achievements of Deep Learning [1]. How-
ever, the cost of supervision remains the most critical factor
for the applicability of such learning methods as linear im-
provements in performance require an exponential number
of labelled examples [2]. Efforts to collect large quantities
of annotated images, such as ImageNet [3] and Microsoft
coco [4], while having an important role in advancing ob-
ject recognition, don’t have the necessary scalability and are
hard to be extended, replicated or improved. They may also
impose a ceiling on the performance of systems trained in
this manner. Semi or unsupervised Deep Learning from im-
age data still remains hard to achieve.
An attracting alternative would be to learn the object ap-
pearance from video streams with no supervision, both ex-
ploiting the large quantity of video available in the Inter-
net and the fact that adjacent video frames contain seman-
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Figure 1. Memory based appearance representation. Left: Each
element in the memory consists of a descriptor with an associated
identity (indicated by box color) and an associated scalar value re-
flecting the degree of redundancy (indicated by grey box area) with
respect to the current representation. Right: The shaded regions
represent the original appearance representation (i.e. VGGface).
The descriptors outside those regions are learned from the video
and extend the original appearance representation.
tically similar information. This provides a variety of con-
ditions in which an object can be framed, and therefore a
comprehensive representation of its appearance can be ob-
tained. Accordingly, tracking a subject in the video could, at
least in principle, support a sort of unsupervised incremen-
tal learning of its appearance. This would avoid or reduce
the cost of annotation as time itself would provide a form
of self-supervision. However, this solution is not exempt
of problems [5]. On the one hand, parameter re-learning
of Deep Networks, to adequately incorporate the new in-
formation without catastrophic interference, is still an open
challenge [6, 7], especially when re-learning should be done
in real time while tracking, without the availability of labels
and with data coming from a stream which is often non-
stationary. On the other hand, classic object tracking [8] has
substantially divergent goals from continuous incremental
learning. While in tracking the object appearance is learned
only for detecting the object in the next frame (the past in-
formation is gradually forgotten), continuous incremental
learning would require that all the past visual information
of the object observed so far is collected in a comprehensive
and cumulative representation. This requires that tracking
does not drift in the presence of occlusions or appearance
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changes and that incremental learning should be asymptot-
ically stable in order to converge to an univocal representa-
tion.
In this paper, we present a novel online unsupervised
method for face identity learning from unconstrained video
streams. The method exploits CNN based face detectors
and descriptors together with a novel incremental memory
based learning mechanism that collects descriptors and dis-
tills them based on their redundancy with respect to the cur-
rent representation. This allows building a sufficiently com-
pact and complete appearance representation of the individ-
ual identities as time advances (Fig. 1).
While we obtained comparable results with offline ap-
proaches exploiting future information in the task of multi-
ple face tracking, our model is able to achieve better perfor-
mance in face identification from unconstrained video. In
addition to this, it is shown that the proposed learning pro-
cedure is asymptotically stable and the experimental eval-
uation confirms the theoretical result. In the following, in
Section 2, we cite a few works that have been of inspiration
for our work. In Section 3 we highlight our contributions,
in Section 4 we expounded the approach in detail and fi-
nally, in Section 5, experimental results are given.
2. Related Work
Memory Based Learning: Inclusion of a memory
mechanism in learning [9] is a key feature of our approach.
On domains that have temporal coherence like Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) memory is used to store the past expe-
rience with some priority and to sample mini-batches to per-
form incremental learning [10] [11]. This makes it possible
to break the temporal correlations by mixing more and less
recent experiences. More recently, Neural Turing Machine
architectures have been proposed in [12, 13] and [14] that
implement an augmented memory to quickly encode and re-
trieve new information. These architectures have the ability
to rapidly bind never-before-seen information after a single
presentation via an external memory module. However, in
these cases, training data are still provided supervisedly and
the methods don’t scale with massive video streams.
Open Set: In addition to the incremental learning pro-
cedure, the system needs to have the capability to discrim-
inate between already known and unknown classes (open
set) [15]. The open set classification is a problem of balanc-
ing known space (specialization) and unknown open space
(generalization) according to the class rejection option. For-
malization for open space risk is considered as the relative
measure of open space compared to the overall measure
space [15, 16, 17, 18]. The underlying assumption in these
approaches is that data is I.I.D. which allows sampling the
overall space uniformly. However, in a continuously data
stream context, as in this paper, data is no longer inde-
pendent and identically distributed, therefore balancing the
known space vs the unknown space is more difficult since
space with absence of data may be misinterpreted for open
space. Storing data in a memory module can limit these ef-
fects [19, 20].
Open World: The other fundamental problem is incor-
porating the identified novel classes into the learning system
(open world) [21]. This requirement favors non-parametric
methods, since they can quickly learn never seen before in-
formation by simply storing examples. The Nearest Class
Mean (NCM) classifier proposed in [22], has been shown
to work well and be more robust than standard paramet-
ric classifiers in an incremental learning setting [22] [23]
[24]. NCM’s main shortcomings are: it is not a discrimina-
tive classifiers and nonlinear data representation and/or non
I.I.D. data streams limit the effectiveness of using the mean.
We adopt from NCM the idea of prototype-based classifica-
tion. However, the prototypes we use are not the average
features vectors but we keep a representative non redundant
discriminative subset.
Multiple Object Tracking: All the methods we de-
scribed so far make use of ground truth labels and typi-
cally address the categorization problem in which data is
manually cropped around the object boundary. An alter-
native approach that in principle accomplishes the class-
incremental learning criteria expounded above (i.e. open
set and open world) but with the addition of unknown la-
bels and with data coming from the output of a detector
(i.e. no manual cropped data) is Multiple Object Track-
ing (MOT) [25, 26]. Recent Multiple Object Tracking al-
gorithms typically adopt appearance and motion cues into
an affinity model to estimate and link detections to form
tracklets which are afterwards combined into final trajec-
tories [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Most existing MOT meth-
ods are applied to pedestrian tracking and either use simple
color histogram features [28, 33, 34, 35, 36] or hand-crafted
features [37, 38, 39, 40] as the appearance representation
of objects and have simple appearance update mechanisms.
Few exceptions can operate online and use deep features
[41, 42, 43, 44] but they still assume continuous motion and
do not update the appearance. MOT methods are not suited
to abrupt changes across different shots or scenes since the
assumptions of continuous motion no longer hold. Abrupt
changes across different shots are typically handled offline
by exploiting tracklets into predetermined non-overlapping
shots as in clustering face descriptors [45] [46] [47] [48].
Long Term Object Tracking: Finally, another relevant
research subject to our learning setting is long-term object
tracking [49]. The aim of long-term object tracking is to
track a specific object over time and re-detect it when the
target leaves and re-enters the scene. Only a few works
on tracking have reported drift-free results on on very long
video sequences ([50, 51, 52, 53, 54] among the few), and
only few of them have provided convincing evidence on
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Figure 2. Block diagram presenting the major work flow and func-
tional components in the proposed method. The gray shaded re-
gion highlights the components discussed in this paper. The mem-
ory module and the matching strategy run on the GPU.
the possibility of incremental appearance learning strate-
gies that are asymptotically stable [50][52]. However, all of
these works only address tracking and perform incremental
learning to detect the target in the next frame.
3. Contributions
1. We firstly combine in a principled manner Multiple
Object Tracking in an online Open World learning system
in which the learning strategy is shown to be asymptotically
stable.
2. The proposed method performs very well with respect
to offline clustering methods which exploits future informa-
tion.
3. Different from several existing approaches, our pro-
posed method operates online and and hence have a wider
range of applications particularly face recognition with
auto-enrollment of unrecognized subjects.
4. The proposed approach
In our system, deep face descriptors are computed on
face regions detected by a face detector and stored in a
memory module as:
M(t) = {(xi, Idi, ei, ai)}N(t)i=1 (1)
where xi is the deep descriptor, Idi is the object identity (an
incremental number), ei is the eligibility factor (discussed
in the following), ai tracks the age of items stored in mem-
ory and N(t) is the number of descriptors at time t in the
memory module.
The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in
Fig. 2. As video frames are observed, new faces are de-
tected and their descriptors are matched with those already
in the memory. Each newly observed descriptor will be as-
signed with the object identity of its closest neighbour ac-
cording to a discriminative strategy based on reverse nearest
neighbor described in the next section. Unmatched descrip-
tors of the faces in the incoming frame are stored in the
memory module with a new Id. They ideally represent hy-
pothesys of new identities that have not been observed yet
and will eventually appear in the following frames. In order
to learn a cumulative and comprehensive identity represen-
tation of each observed subject, two distincts problems are
addressed. They are concerned with matching in consecu-
tive frames and control of the memory module. These are
separately addressed in the following subsections respec-
tively.
4.1. Reverse Nearest Neighbour Matching
While tracking in consecutive frames, it is likely that the
face of the same individual will have little differences from
one frame to the following. In this case, highly similar de-
scriptors will be stored in the memory and quickly a new
face descriptor of the same individual will have comparable
distances to the nearest and the second nearest descriptor
already in the memory. In this case, a discriminative classi-
fier like the Nearest Neighbor (NN) based on the distance-
ratio criterion [55] does not work properly and matching
cannot be assessed. We solved this problem by performing
descriptor matching according to Reverse Nearest Neigh-
bour (ReNN) [56]:
M? =
{
(xi, Idi, ei, ai) ∈M(t) | ||xi−1NNIt (xi)||||xi−2NNIt (xi)|| < ρ¯,
}
(2)
where ρ¯ is the distance ratio threshold for accepting a
match, xi is a deep face descriptor in the memory module
and 1NNIt(xi) and 2NNIt(xi) are respectively its nearest
and second nearest neighbor deep face descriptor in the in-
coming frame It.
Fig. 3 shows the effects of this change of perspective:
here two new observations are detected (two distinct faces,
respectively marked as o1 and o2). They both have dis-
tance ratio close to 1 to the nearest xis in the memory (the
dots inside the grey region S). Therefore both their match-
ings are undecidable. Differently from NN, ReNN is able
to correctly determine the nearest descriptor for each new
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Figure 3. Reverse Nearest Neighbor for a repeated temporal visual
structure (S) with the distance ratio criterion. All elements xi
match with o1, for clarity only one of them is highlighted to show
the distances (thick black lines).
descriptor in the incoming frame. In fact, with ReNN, the
roles of xi and oi are exchanged and the distance ratio is
computed between each xi and the oi as shown in figure
for one of the xis (the yellow dot is associated to the newly
observed red dot). Due to the fact that with ReNN a large
number of descriptors (those accumulated in the memory
module) is matched against a relatively small set of descrip-
tors (those observed in the current image), calculation of
the ratio between distances could be computationally ex-
pensive if sorting is applied to the entire set. However, min-
imum distances can be efficiently obtained by performing
twice a brute force search, with parallel implementation on
GPU [57]. This technique not only leverages the very effi-
cient CUDA matrix multiplication kernel for computing the
squared distance matrix but it also exploits the GPU paral-
lelism since each query is independent. GPU limited band-
width is not an issue being the memory incrementally pop-
ulated.
The other important advantage of using ReNN is that
all the descriptors xi of the shown repeated structure S of
Fig. 3 match with the descriptor o1 resulting in a one to
many correspondence: {o1} ↔ {xi}. This capability pro-
vides a simple and sound method in the selection of those
redundant descriptors that need to be condensed into a more
compact representation. The feature o1 will be used, as de-
scribed in the next section, to influence the other matched
(redundant) features xi regarding the fact that they belong
to the same repeated structure. Therefore not only ReNN re-
stores the discriminative matching capability under the dis-
tance ratio criterion but it also creates the foundation for
the development of memory control strategies to correctly
forget the redundant feature information.
4.2. Memory Control
Descriptors that have been matched according to ReNN
ideally represent different appearances of a same subject
face. However, collecting these descriptors indefinitely
could quickly determine memory overload. To detect re-
dundant descriptors and discard them appropriately, we de-
fined a dimensionless quantity ei referred to as eligibility.
This is set to ei = 1 as a descriptor is entered in the mem-
ory module and hence decreased at each match with a newly
observed descriptor, proportionally to the distance ratio:
ei(t+ 1) = ηi ei(t). (3)
When doing this, we also re-set the age: ai = 0. Eligibility
allows to take into account both discriminative spatial re-
dundancy at a rate proportional to the success of matching
in consecutive frames. In fact, as the eligibility ei of a face
descriptor xi in the memory drops below a given threshold
e¯ (that happens after a number of matches), that descrip-
tor with its associated identity, age and relative eligibility is
6
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Figure 4. The shape of the density (here in 2D) down-weighting
the eligibility associated to each matched descriptor in the mem-
ory. Features xi in proximity of the observed descriptor o1 have
their eligibility decreased to encourage their redundancy. The
asymmetric shape of the density encourages more diversity in the
open space far from the identity o2 rather than close.
removed from the memory module:
if (ei < e¯) thenM(t+1) =M(t)\{(xi, Idi, ei, ai)}. (4)
The value ηi is computed according to:
ηi =
[
1
ρ¯
d1i
d2i
]α
, (5)
where d1i and d
2
i are respectively the distances between xi
and its first and second nearest neighbour oi, the value ρ¯ is
the distance-ratio threshold of Eq. 2 here used to normal-
ize ηi in the unit interval. The value of α emphasizes the
effect of the distance-ratio. With every memory update we
also increment the age ai of all non-matched elements by
1. Eq. 5 defines a density that weights more the eligibility
around the matched features and less the eligibility far apart
from their second nearest neighbor. This definition is sim-
ilar to discriminative distance metric learning in which the
features belonging to two different classes are expected to
be separated as much as possible in the feature space. The
density defined by Eq. 5 can be visualized in Fig. 4 for some
values of the distance ratio below the matching threshold ρ¯.
Each 2D circle in the figure visually represents the density
weighting the eligibility of the matching descriptors. The
geometric shape of the density is a generalization to multi-
ple dimensions of the Apollonious circle1. In particular, the
asymmetric shape of the density induced by the distance ra-
tio encourages learning feature diversity in the open space.
Therefore not only the matching is discriminative and in-
dicated for rejecting hypotheses (Open Set) but also well
suited for learning in an Open World.
1Apollonius of Perga (c. 262 BC - c. 190 BC) showed that a circle may
also be defined as the set of points in a plane having a constant ratio of
distances to two fixed foci.
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Figure 5. Matching with multiple identities. The identity o1
matches with two identities (yellow and green). The ambiguity
is resolved by assigning o1 with the Id having the largest number
of matched descriptors (i.e. the yellow identity).
4.3. Temporal Coherence in Image Space
The model previously described exploits video tempo-
ral coherence in the deep descriptor space, further spatio-
temporal coherence is exploited in the image space intro-
ducing the following constraints:
1. Id novelty: Potential novel identities in the current
frame are included in the memory only if at least one known
identity is recognized in the current frame. This allows in-
troducing novel identity information which is known to be
reasonably different from the recognized ones.
2. Id temporal coherence: An identity is assigned and
included in the memory only if has been assigned in two
consecutive frames. After the assignment (i.e. memory
inclusion) it must match at least once in the following 3
frames, otherwise it is discarded.
3. Id uniqueness: Duplicated Ids in the current frame
are not considered.
4. Id ambiguity: A subject may match with multiple
identities. This ambiguity is resolved by assigning all the
matched descriptors with the Id having the largest number
of matched descriptors as shown in Fig. 5.
Bounding box overlap, typically used in multiple ob-
ject tracking, is not exploited since not effective in uncon-
strained video with abrupt motions. Video temporal coher-
ence in the image space is explicitly enforced by the 2nd
constraint.
4.4. Memory Overflow Control
Our method, operating online, does not require any prior
information about how many identity classes will occur, and
can run for an unlimited amount of time. However, since the
memory requirement is dominated by the size of the stored
exemplars, if the number of identities increases indefinitely
the exemplar removal based on eq. 4 may not be sufficient
in handling redundancy and the system may overflow its
bounded memory. In this condition the system is forced
to remove some stored exemplars by the memory limita-
tions. To overcome this issue we follow a strategy similar
to [14, 58] that involves the use of a policy based on re-
moving from the memory the Least Recently Used Access
(LRUA) exemplars. This is achieved by finding memory
items with maximum age ai in the memory, and write to
one of those. Therefore the system preserves recently en-
coded information according to the Eligibility strategy, or
writes to the last used location according to the LRUA strat-
egy. The latter can function as an update of the memory
with newer, possibly more relevant information by avoiding
the deletion of rare but useful descriptors. A benefit of the
LRUA strategy is that of handling those features collected
in the memory that will never obtain matches. This effect is
largely due to scene occluders or with descriptors extracted
from bounding boxes computed from false positives of the
face detector. In the long run such features may waste criti-
cal space in the memory buffer.
4.5. Asymptotic stability
Under the assumption that descriptors are sufficiently
distinctive (as in the case of deep face descriptors), the
incremental learning procedure described above stabilizes
asymptotically around the probability density function of
the descriptors of each individual subject face. This can be
proved by studying the discrete dynamic system of Eq. 3
relating e(t + 1) to e(t) by the map T : X 7→ X as
e(t + 1) = T (e(t)). A fixed point of T corresponds to
an equilibrium state of the discrete dynamical system. In
particular if T is a contraction there is a unique equilibrium
state and the system approaches this state as time goes to
infinity starting from any initial state. In this case the fixed
point is globally asymptotically stable. More formally:
Theorem (Contraction Mapping) 1 Let (X, d) be a com-
plete metric space and T : X 7→ X be the map of Eq. 3
such that d(T (e), T (e′)) ≤ c · d(e, e′) for some 0 < c ≤ 1
and all e and e′ ∈ X . Then T has a unique fixed point in
X . Moreover, for any e(0) ∈ X the sequence e(n) defined
as e(n+ 1) = T (e(n)), converges to the fixed point of T .
The key element that guarantees such theoretical asymptotic
stability is that the ReNN distance ratio is always below 1.
In fact, it is easy to demonstrate that the updating rule of
Eq. 3 is a contraction and converges to its unique fixed point
0 according to the Contraction Mapping theorem (Banach
fixed-point theorem).
The asymptotic stability of the method is illustrated in
Fig. 6 with a simple one-dimensional case. Two patterns
of synthetic descriptors, respectively modeling the case of a
distinctive identity (red curve) and a non distinctive identity
(black curve) are generated by two distinct 1D Gaussian dis-
tributions. The learning method was ran for 1000 iterations
for three different configurations of the two distributions.
The configurations reflect the limit case in which the dis-
Figure 6. Asymptotic stability of incremental learning of a face
identity in a sample sequence
.
tinctiveness assumption of the deep descriptors no longer
holds. Mismatches might therefore corrupt the distinctive
identity. The blue points represent the eligibility of the dis-
tinctive identity. The histogram in yellow represents the dis-
tribution of the distinctive identity as incrementally learned
by the system. The three figures represent distinct cases in
which the non distinctive identity is progressively overlap-
ping the distinctive one. The ReNN matching mechanism
and the memory control mechanism still keep the learned
distinctive identity close to its ground truth pdf.
5. Quantitative Experiments
We focus on tracking/identifying multiple faces accord-
ing to their unknown identities in unconstrained videos con-
sisting of many shots typically taken from different cam-
eras. We used the Music-dataset in [48] which includes 8
music videos downloaded from YouTube with annotations
of 3,845 face tracks and 117,598 face detections. We also
add the first 6 episodes from Season 1 of the Big Bang The-
ory TV Sitcom (referred as BBT01-06) [36]. Each video
is about more than 20 minutes long with 5-13 people and is
taken mostly indoors. The main difficulty lies in identifying
faces of the same subject from a long video footage.
The two algorithm parameters in Eq. 5 are set empiri-
cally to: ρ¯ = 1.6 and α = 0.01. Deep face descriptor are
extracted according to [62]. We firstly show the capability
of the proposed method to perform online learning without
drifting using the long sequences of the BBT dataset. This
consists on monitoring the performance degradation of the
system as time advances. A decrease in performance may
eventually hinder learning being the system in a condition
from which is not possible to recover. In order to build a pic-
Figure 7. MOTA for each video sequence in the BBT dataset.
ture of the performance over time we evaluate the method
with the metric set commonly used in multiple object track-
ing [63]. In particular we report the MOTA: The Multiple
Object Tracking Accuracy that takes into account false pos-
itives, wrongly rejected identities and identity switches as:
MOTA = 1 −
∑
t(FNt+FPt+IDSt)∑
t GTt
where GTt, FNt, FPt and
IDSt are respectively the number of ground truth objects,
the number of false negatives, the number of false positives
and the number of identity switches at time t. The iden-
tity switches are defined as the total number of times that a
tracked trajectory changes its matched GT identity. Fig. 7
shows the MOTA curves as time progresses for each video
sequence of the BBT dataset for about 30000 frames. Each
individual frame is used to test the model before it is used
for training by the incremental learning procedure [64]. As
can be seen from the figure the curves reveal the stability
of the learning mechanism confirming the theoretical result
of Sec. 4.5. The initial fluctuations typically vary from se-
quence to sequence and reflect the approximate invariance
of the original representation. That is, the few descriptors
entering in the memory at the beginning of each sequence
do not provide substantial improvement with respect to the
original representation. However, as time advances, the re-
duction of fluctuations reveal that the proposed method is
able to learn by collecting all the non-redundant descriptors
it can from the video stream until no more improvement is
possible.
We further compare the proposed algorithm with other
state-of-the-art MOT trackers, including modified versions
of TLD [65], ADMM [60], IHTLS [61]. We specifically
compare with two multi-face tracking methods using the
TLD method implemented as described in [48]. The first
method, called mTLD, runs multiple TLD trackers for all
targets, and each TLD tracker is initialized with the ground
truth bounding box in the first frame. The second method,
referred as mTLD2, is used to generate shot-level trajec-
tories within each shot initializing TLD trackers with un-
tracked detections, and link the detections in the following
frames according to their overlap scores with TLD outputs.
The methods indicated as Pre-trained, SymTriplet,
Table 1. Quantitative comparison with other state-of-the-art multi-object tracking methods on the Music video dataset
APINK
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD [59] Offline 31 -2.2 71.2
ADMM [60] Offline 179 72.4 76.1
IHTLS [61] Offline 173 74.9 76.1
Pre-Trained [48] Offline 100 54.0 75.5
mTLD2 [59] Offline 173 77.4 76.3
Siamese [48] Offline 124 79.0 76.3
Triplet [48] Offline 140 78.9 76.3
SymTriplet [48] Offline 78 80.0 76.3
MuFTiR-dpm Online 121 21.8 61
MuFTiR-tiny Online 191 55.1 65.4
BRUNOMARS
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 35 -8.7 65.3
ADMM Offline 428 50.6 85.7
IHTLS Offline 375 52.7 85.8
Pre-Trained Offline 151 48.3 88.0
mTLD2 Offline 278 52.6 87.9
Siamese Offline 126 56.7 87.8
Triplet Offline 126 56.6 87.8
SymTriplet Offline 105 56.8 87.8
MuFTiR-dpm Online 78 4.5 61
MuFTiR-tiny Online 420 48.8 65.5
DARLING
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 24 -22.0 69.9
ADMM Offline 412 53.0 88.4
IHTLS Offline 381 62.7 88.4
Pre-Trained Offline 115 42.7 88.5
mTLD2 Offline 278 59.8 89.3
Siamese Offline 214 69.5 88.9
Triplet Offline 187 69.2 88.9
SymTriplet Offline 169 70.5 88.9
MuFTiR-dpm Online 64 2.2 63.7
MuFTiR-tiny Online 449 62.1 66.0
GIRLSALOUD
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 9 -1.1 71.0
ADMM Offline 487 46.6 87.1
IHTLS Offline 396 51.8 87.2
Pre-Trained Offline 138 42.7 87.7
mTLD2 Offline 322 46.7 88.2
Siamese Offline 112 51.6 87.8
Triplet Offline 80 51.7 87.8
SymTriplet Offline 64 51.6 87.8
MuFTiR-dpm Online 51 -2.7 61
MuFTiR-tiny Online 339 49.3 66.1
HELLOBUBBLE
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 7 -3.5 66.5
ADMM Offline 115 47.6 69.9
IHTLS Offline 109 52.0 69.9
Pre-Trained Offline 71 36.6 68.5
mTLD2 Offline 139 52.6 70.5
Siamese Offline 105 56.3 70.6
Triplet Offline 82 56.2 70.5
SymTriplet Offline 69 56.5 70.5
MuFTiR-dpm Online 170 4.0 59.0
MuFTiR-tiny Online 88 51.4 69.9
PUSSYCATDOLLS
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 24 3.1 71.3
ADMM Offline 287 63.2 63.5
IHTLS Offline 248 70.3 63.5
Pre-Trained Offline 128 65.1 64.9
mTLD2 Offline 296 68.3 64.9
Siamese Offline 107 70.3 64.9
Triplet Offline 99 69.9 64.9
SymTriplet Offline 82 70.2 64.9
MuFTiR-dpm Online 55 -13.5 61.1
MuFTiR-tiny Online 83 30.7 62.7
TARA
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 130 1.4 67.9
ADMM Offline 251 29.4 63.8
IHTLS Offline 218 35.3 63.8
Pre-Trained Offline 143 57.3 72.4
mTLD2 Offline 251 56.0 72.6
Siamese Offline 106 58.4 72.5
Triplet Offline 94 59.0 72.5
SymTriplet Offline 75 59.2 72.4
MuFTiR-dpm Online 124 15 68
MuFTiR-tiny Online 270 39.5 76.4
WESTLIFE
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 20 -34.7 56.9
ADMM Offline 223 62.4 87.5
IHTLS Offline 113 60.9 87.5
Pre-Trained Offline 85 57.0 88.2
mTLD2 Offline 177 58.1 88.1
Siamese Offline 74 64.1 88.0
Triplet Offline 89 64.5 88.0
SymTriplet Offline 57 68.6 88.1
MuFTiR-dpm Online 47 -0.2 61.5
MuFTiR-tiny Online 76 58.9 66.1
Triplet and Siamese refers to the four alternatives meth-
ods proposed in [48]. In these methods including ADMM,
mTLD, mTLD2 and IHTLS, shot changes are detected and
the video is divided into non-overlapping shots. Within
each shot, a face detector is applied and adjacent detec-
tions are linked into tracklets. The recovered collection of
tracklets are used as face pairs (Siamese) or face triplets
(Triplet and SymTriplet) to fine-tune a CNN initial face fea-
ture descriptor based on the AlexNet architecture trained
on the CASIA-WebFace (Pre-trained). Then, appearance of
each detection is represented with the fine-tuned feature de-
scriptors and tracklets within each shot are linked into shot-
level tracklets according to a global multiple object track-
ing [34, 66]. Finally tracklets across shots are subsequently
merged across multiple shots into final trajectories accord-
ing to the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering.
We reported two alternative versions using the (De-
formable Part Model) DPM [67] and the Tiny [68] face de-
tectors. They are indicated as MuFTiR-DPM and MuFTiR-
TINY respectively. For such comparisons we also include
the multiple target metric MOTP: The Multiple Object
Tracking Precision. MOTP is the average dissimilarity be-
tween all true positives and their corresponding ground truth
targets. MOTP is a measure of localization precision. Given
the quite different nature between offline and online this
comparison is to be considered a proof-of-concept. How-
ever, given the good performance of the offline methods we
compare to, it is certainly non-trivial for our online method
to do any better. Table 1 shows that our online tracking
algorithm does reasonably well with respect to offline al-
gorithms, although there are some exceptions. In HEL-
LOBUBBLE, BRUNOMARS, DARLING, TARA and WEST-
LIFE our best performing method has the MOTA score sim-
ilar to the ADMM and IHTLS methods with little less iden-
tity switches. Despite the on par performance, our method
achieves the results without exploiting future information.
Performance are still good in APINK, the identity switches
are still comparable despite a decrease in MOTA. Excluding
Siamese, Triplet and SymTriplet that use a refined descrip-
tor specifically tailored to the clustered identities extracted
with the multiple passes over the sequence, our method is
on par with the other offline methods. Our main observation
is that with modern CNN based face detector and descrip-
tor, the state-of-the-art offline trackers do not have expected
advantages over the simpler online ones. Advantages fur-
ther thin when processing long video sequences that do not
fit into memory.
Results are confirmed in the BBT dataset as shown in Ta-
ble 2. As in the previous comparison on the Music dataset,
except for the Siamese, Triplet and SymTriplet the over-
all performance are very good. In the Episode four we
achieved better results. Considering that CNN descriptor
fine-tuning takes around 1 hour per sequence on a modern
GPU, our method perform favorably in those applications
Table 2. Quantitative comparison with other state-of-the-art multi-object tracking methods on the BBT dataset.
BBT_S01E01
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD [59] Offline 1 -16.3 74.8
ADMM [60] Offline 323 42.5 64.0
IHTLS [61] Offline 312 45.7 64.0
Pre-Trained [48] Offline 171 41.9 73.3
mTLD2 [59] Offline 223 58.4 73.8
Siamese [48] Offline 144 69.0 73.7
Triplet [48] Offline 164 69.3 73.6
SymTriplet [48] Offline 156 72.2 73.7
MuFTiR-tiny Online 24 59.9 70.3
BBT_S01E02
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 1 -7.6 82.8
ADMM Offline 395 41.3 71.3
IHTLS Offline 394 42.4 71.4
Pre-Trained Offline 130 27.4 74.5
mTLD2 Offline 174 43.6 75.9
Siamese Offline 116 60.4 75.8
Triplet Offline 143 60.2 75.7
SymTriplet Offline 102 61.6 75.7
MuFTiR-tiny Online 57 45.1 68.8
BBT_S01E03
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 5 -2.1 69.4
ADMM Offline 370 30.8 68.1
IHTLS Offline 376 33.5 68.0
Pre-Trained Offline 110 17.8 67.5
mTLD2 Offline 142 38.0 67.9
Siamese Offline 109 52.6 67.9
Triplet Offline 121 50.7 67.8
SymTriplet Offline 126 51.9 67.8
MuFTiR-tiny Online 14 43.6 68.4
BBT_S01E04
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 0 -15.9 76.8
ADMM Offline 298 9.7 65.8
IHTLS Offline 295 13.3 65.8
Pre-Trained Offline 46 0.1 66.3
mTLD2 Offline 103 11.6 66.3
Siamese Offline 85 23.0 66.4
Triplet Offline 103 18.0 66.4
SymTriplet Offline 77 19.5 66.4
MuFTiR-tiny Online 84 53.2 69.6
BBT_S01E05
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 1 -15.5 76.9
ADMM Offline 380 37.4 68.2
IHTLS Offline 360 33.8 68.2
Pre-Trained Offline 98 32.3 75.0
mTLD2 Offline 169 46.4 74.9
Siamese Offline 128 60.7 75.0
Triplet Offline 118 60.5 74.9
SymTriplet Offline 90 60.9 74.9
MuFTiR-tiny Online 36 44.5 69.3
BBT_S01E06
Method Mode IDS ↓ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑
mTLD Offline 0 -3.9 89.3
ADMM Offline 527 47.5 97.6
IHTLS Offline 515 43.2 97.7
Pre-Trained Offline 191 27.8 98.2
mTLD2 Offline 192 37.7 97.8
Siamese Offline 156 46.2 97.9
Triplet Offline 185 45.4 98.0
SymTriplet Offline 196 47.6 98.0
MuFTiR-tiny Online 222 42.9 69.2
operating on real time streaming data. Currently our ap-
proach runs at 10 frame per second on 800x600 video frame
resolution on a Nvidia GeForce GTX TITAN X (Maxwell).
MOTA2, while largely used to evaluate performance
in multiple object tracking, it is not fully appropriate to
evaluate the performance of identification in a open world
scenario. In fact, it does not explicitly handle target re-
identification. Different identities assigned to the same in-
dividual in two distinct scenes are not accounted as an iden-
tity switch. This effect has particular impact with videos
obtained from multiple cameras or with many shots. In or-
der to take into account this case, for each sequence we
also report the weighted cluster purity, defined as: W =
1
M
∑
cmcpc, where c is the identity cluster, mc the number
of assigned identities, pc the ratio between the most fre-
quently occurred identity and mc, and M denotes the to-
tal number of identity detections in the video. Table 3 and
2Provided by www.motchallenge.org
Table 3. Clustering results on Music Dataset. Weighted purity of
each video is measured on ideal number of clusters.
MUSIC DATASET
Videos Apink B. Mars Darling Girls A. Hello B. P. Dolls T-ara Westlife
HOG 0.20 0.36 0.19 0.29 0.35 0.28 0.22 0.27
AlexNet 0.22 0.36 0.18 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.25 0.37
Pre-trained 0.29 0.50 0.24 0.33 0.34 0.31 0.31 0.37
VGG-Face 0.24 0.44 0.20 0.31 0.29 0.46 0.23 0.27
Siamese 0.48 0.88 0.46 0.67 0.54 0.77 0.69 0.54
Triplet 0.60 0.83 0.49 0.67 0.60 0.77 0.68 0.52
SymTriplet 0.72 0.90 0.70 0.69 0.64 0.78 0.69 0.56
MuFTiR-tiny 0.51 0.96 0.73 0.89 0.59 0.97 0.72 0.98
Table 4. Clustering results on Big Bang Theory Dataset. Weighted
purity of each video is measured on ideal number of clusters.
BIG BANG THEORY
Episodes BBT01 BBT02 BBT03 BBT04 BBT05 BBT06
HOG 0.37 0.32 0.38 0.35 0.29 0.26
AlexNet 0.47 0.32 0.45 0.35 0.29 0.26
Pre-trained 0.62 0.72 0.73 0.57 0.52 0.52
VGG-Face 0.91 0.85 0.83 0.54 0.65 0.46
Siamese 0.94 0.95 0.87 0.74 0.70 0.70
Triplet 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.74 0.68 0.70
SymTriplet 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.78 0.85 0.75
MuFTiR-tiny 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.94
Figure 8. Four frames from the BRUNOMARS video sequence with
the superimposed estimated identities are shown.
4 show the quantitative results of the comparison with the
Music and the BBT datasets. HOG, AlexNet and VGGface
indicate the method [48] using alternative descriptors. HOG
uses a conventional hand-crafted feature with 4356 dimen-
sions, AlexNet uses a generic feature representation with
4096 dimensions. Our proposed approach achieves the best
performance in six out of eight videos in the Music dataset
and it achieves state of the art in all the BBT video se-
quences.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows four frames of the of the BRUNO
MARS sequence with the learned identities superimposed.
Faces appear sensibly diverse (see f.e. individual number
1), nonetheless it can be observed that the learning mecha-
nism is capable to extend the original representation to pre-
serve identities under large pose variations including face
profiles not included in the original representation.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we exploited deep CNN based face detec-
tion and descriptors coupled with a novel memory based
learning mechanism that learns face identities from video
sequences unsupervisedly, exploiting the temporal coher-
ence of video frames. Particularly, all the past observed
information is learned in a comprehensive representation.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
with respect multiple face tracking on the Music and BBT
datasets. The proposed method is simple, theoretically
sound, asymptotically stable and follows the cumulative
and convergent nature of human learning. It can be ap-
plied in principle to any other context for which a detector-
descriptor combination is available (i.e. car, person, boat,
traffic sign).
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